energy helps explain the history of modern democracy, where democracy "can refer to making effective claims for a more just and egalitarian world. Or … a mode of governing populations that employs popular consent as a means of limiting claims for greater equality and justice by dividing up the common world." 3 According to Mitchell, the ways we access energy substantially shape our governing structures. During the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, coal was a catalyst for shifting forms of democracy. Sites of extraction and supply existed below the surface of the Earth, where unions exercised political agency to make democratic claims through their control of the mine environment. Along with oil, coal broke the ecological constraints of an organic-energy economy and allowed for the belief in unlimited economic growth. Unlike coal, however, the spatial and material aspects of oil lent themselves to less democratic and more elite control. The world's largest oil supplies were situated great distances from consumers, and oil's fluid properties required less labour at all stages of production, transportation, and refining. Relative to coal, oil did not require as many concessions to workers and collective social principles. Oil companies justified their control of the networks of power by convincing their home nations that carbon-energy production was an issue of "national security" and in the "public interest."
4 Oil companies created scarcity by restricting production, thereby driving up prices, but only succeeded by securing overseas military protection and generous domestic subsidies. Turned into a critical energy resource during the first half of the twentieth century, the quest to secure oil demanded "imperial" actions by Western governments. 5 Carbon Democracy demonstrates that twentieth-century modes of popular governance, including the concept of "the economy" and the manufactured anxiety of the 1970s Energy Crisis, arose in response to, and were made possible by, the new political economy of carbon energy.
By foregrounding the centrality of energy to the emergence of the modern political and international system, Mitchell deftly demonstrates the ways that technology, energy, and materiality structured the historical evolution of contemporary social-democratic politics. However, Mitchell deploys "democracy" in ambiguous ways and, compared to his analysis of coal, deals rather lightly with the materialist links between oil production/consumption and democracy. It might be more accurate to summarize the book's argument by stating that oil profoundly shaped the politics and economics of countries that happened to be democracies (i.e., western powers like the United States, Britain, France, and Germany), while inhibiting democratic development in Middle Eastern and South American oil-producing countries. Nonetheless, the notion that the materiality of energy had (and continues to have) a determinative effect on political structures makes Mitchell's concept of carbon democracy persuasive.
Mitchell's emphasis on the relationship between energy infrastructure and politics, however, tends to obscure the important ecological facets of fossil fuels. Energy infrastructures, including both hydropower and fossil fuels, involved elaborate reorganizations of natural systems, which influenced the governance of the countries that developed and shared them. We argue that the term "envirotechnical" is a more accurate term than "socio-technical" to describe the relationship between the material realities of energy and political economies. Canada in the twenty-first century has been labeled a "petro state." 6 However, since hydropower rivalled the mineral energy of fossil fuels, we argue that Canada, and central Canada in particular, was first a "hydro state." Between the 1920s and the 1960s, hydro-electricity was arguably Canada's, and Ontario's, most important domestically-produced energy source, because of its disproportionate sway over democratic politics and the political imaginary. 7 This essay is admittedly an impressionistic experiment, a think piece of sorts, to probe the potential impact of energy in Ontario history. We argue that hydropower enhanced democracy in the Province of Ontario in certain ways, both tangible and symbolic, while undermining or negating it in other ways. In Ontario, public hydropower provided the energy-based affluence that informed certain aspects of participation in liberal-democratic society. Hydroelectricity helped create the platform for social democratic governance, which enjoyed the consent of the population for interventionist policies that claimed to fairly, and liberally, apportion the state's resources. 8 To invoke Mitchell's definition of democracy, hydropower enhanced Ontarians' claims to a more just and egalitarian society. The populace often did not realize such promises and hopes of liberal and democratic benefits, or did so unequally, particularly as Ontario Hydro frequently tilted toward autocratic management. Nonetheless, a unique hydro nationalism developed in Ontario and Canada, which, when combined with the fact that most of Ontario's early hydropower came from the international border with the United States, initiated a new type of energy diplomacy that had profound implications for the Canadian-US relationship and, in turn, domestic democracy and political economy. 9 But the material realities of working with water and electricity, as we will show, also denied democratic opportunities. As the technological and spatial scale of hydroelectric projects increased, hydro democracy limited the rights and claims of those situated closest to hydro developments (particularly First Nations) ostensibly in the name of the wider public interest.
Hydro-Electricity in Ontario
The magnitude of the impact of modern energy forms, including hydropower, reflect the scale of the complex envirotechnical systems that structure production, distribution, and consumption. The production of hydroelectricity is a material transformation: the energy of falling water, stored by dams and redirected through turbines, is converted into electrical power that is distributed through transmission lines. Energy scholars have separated energy regimes into "stocks" and "flows," with the latter generally consisting of "organic" energy-e.g., wood, water, and human/animal muscle powerand the former (coal, petroleum, electricity) consisting of "mineral" energy forms.
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Unlike carbon sources of energy such as coal and petroleum, which are non-renewable stocks of fossil fuels, societies harness the renewable flows of hydropwower contained in rivers and transforms them into electricity.
11 Owing to spatiotemporal realities, flowing water produces power that must be used on-demand and at a scale that justifies the construction and maintenance of the system designed to convert and deliver that power as electricity.
12 All other carbon-based fuels can be removed from their place of origin and then burned and utilized at a desired location.
13 But hydro-electricity is generated at the site of falling water, and the resulting electricity is transported if and where transmission lines make that possible (granted, hydropower generally is not exposed to the same supply problems as fossil fuels). During the first half of the twentieth century, water volumes and flow rates capped the amount of energy that could be produced by any particular hydro station, though the spread of massive electricity grids effectively removed these limits over large swaths of North America. Since hydropower involves both water and electricity, we contend that it is a hybrid form of energy regime: it is both flow and stock, both mineral and organic.
for hydro-electric generation and regulation, with federal jurisdiction invoked under certain circumstances. 16 Dozens of hydro-electric generating stations appeared prior to the end of the nineteenth century. By 1886, there were 45 water-powered electric plants operating in the United States and Canada. The earliest major Ontario plants tended to be on or near border waters, such as at Niagara Falls, the cradle of large hydro-electric development and distribution. Importantly, these early plants were privately funded, although almost all were eventually taken over by the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario (HEPCO), or Ontario Hydro.
In the first decade of the twentieth century, the rise of Ontario Hydro, the source of the "people's power" as the company's slogan claimed, was a distinct development in North American energy history. Created in 1906, after much political debate and posturing, HEPCO became operational in 1910 (though only as a distributor of electricity at first), and was dismantled in 1999. This quasi-crown corporation relied on the rhetoric of "fairness" by sending cheap electricity-"power at cost" in the rhetoric of the time-to the underdeveloped middle class and small manufacturers, rather than rich industrialists in Toronto and across the border in the United States. As Saturday Night magazine put it in 1902, HEPCO championed "popular rights as opposed to monopolistic privilege." 17 From the beginning, the discourse about and rationale for this public power utility centred around its ability to provide cheap and accessible electricity. In the words of official HEPCO historian Merrill Denison, this energy "had to be readily available wherever it was needed, freed from the limits imposed by self-interest and caution of the capitalist concerns which controlled most of Canada's electricity power development." 18 This cheapness facilitated a growth economy that at first promised Ontarians industrial growth and networked services, including lighting and streetcars, and then increasingly after 1945 offered the modern individual comforts and conveniences made possible, and sustained by, abundant energy.
As of 1920, hydro represented 97% of the electricity produced in Canada, and 20% in the United States. By the 1940s, hydro was still responsible for about 90% of the electricity generated in Canada. 19 At the mid-point of the twentieth century, a major turning point in the history of Canada's energy transition to a mineral-energy economy, hydro produced 87 billion kwh, and the United States 50 billion kwh, of electricity. By that point, Ontario had developed over 40% of its hydro-electric potential-mostly through Ontario Hydro-compared to 22% for the rest of Canada, though Quebec was rapidly expanding. 20 Canada has traditionally been among the top, or at the top, of global per capita users of energy in general and electricity specifically. Today, Canada is the second largest producer of hydro-electricity in the world, behind only China.
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Nonetheless we should not forget that although hydro power was the source for most of the electricity consumed in Canada and Ontario before 1939, it was still a fairly minor percentage of energy consumed in households across the nation. Outside of urban areas, Canadians remained reliant on solid fuels (i.e., coal and wood) for much longer than residents the US and UK. 22 Rather, industry and manufacturing accounted for the majority of electricity consumption. Indeed, hydropower exerted an influence on Ontario's political economy and statist evolution out of proportion to its actual statistical significance in the province's energy portfolio.
Like fossil fuel networks, as well as solid fuels like biomass, the environmental transformations required to build hydro-electric systems involved significant initial capital investments to construct and maintain technological infrastructures, such as dams, generating stations, and electricity-distribution grids. 23 Hydropower, like coal and oil energy networks, attracted investors and financiers with the promise of large rents, and they used their economic influence to shape the development of governing structures. 24 In Canada, this significant investment, and the attendant risks, often necessitated state involvement in hydro-electric development as installations grew larger in size. Indeed, the state became the only entity able or willing to assume the considerable risks of development. As public utilities, hydropower networks pushed the government into an interventionist role by framing their involvement in terms of strategic interests, the wider good, and the betterment of society. 25 Ontario Hydro demonstrated the vitality of publicly-operated utilities, and helped condition Ontarians to an interventionist state. Other subsequent hydro utilities in Canada, such as in Quebec and British Columbia, followed Ontario's lead after the Second World War.
Until distribution technology improved, industries chose to locate in close proximity to sources of hydropower, which had important spatial ramifications for Canada's industrial and urban development. 26 Part of the reason Niagara Falls was so attractive as a power-generating locale was its proximity to manufacturers in Toronto and the town and cities of southwestern Ontario (a region now known as the Golden Horseshoe). Together with US coal imports, Ontario's early development of major hydro sources in the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence basin powered manufacturing growth, and contributed to southwestern Ontario's consolidation as the economic and political centre of manufacturing, finance, and urban growth in Canada. 27 Elsewhere in the country, the availability of hydropower also helps explain why certain regions became centres of particular types of industrial production with all the attendant long-term impacts and path dependencies. 28 To fin-de-siècle Ontarians, electricity symbolically ushered in the second industrial revolution. Electricity promised to revolutionize both home and work life and even to eliminate the separation between night and day. Hydropower was, by association, imbued with the same revolutionary properties and character. It allowed for new industrial processes that bespoke a new age, one fashioned from new electro-chemical and electro-metallurgical products such as aluminum. As electricity became available across the nation, it dangled the possibility of improvements in living standards-the reduction of labour for individual households in particular-and the resulting economic and material freedom many claimed to be the basis of democracy in North America.
At the end of the nineteenth century, hydropower seemed almost limitless. Falling water was treated as inexhaustible, because the technology had not yet advanced to the point where hydro stations could fully exploit the head of water at places like Niagara Falls. Moreover, this "white coal" burned clean compared to coal, oil, or biomass. Once the public adopted the attitude that hydro energy was infinite, both energy producers and governments used the material abundance of energy to lend legitimacy to a suite of policies that claimed to offer greater opportunities to its citizens, while simultaneously obscuring the inequitable division of the benefits of that abundance. Hydropower's material bounty enabled the state to act as the benefactor, distributing electricity for use in an almost endless number of applications-even though most hydropower users in the first half of the twentieth century were a small group of industries and manufacturers. 30 In the process, these abundant applications led people to frame hydro-electricity as indispensable energy for a constantly growing number of Canadians and thus a feature of modern democratic society. The benefits of hydropower translated directly into hydro democracy. The Ontario state promoted the material abundance of hydropower to legitimize claims of the province as a prosperous and egalitarian society-with "egalitarian" referring chiefly to an equality of economic opportunities made possible by electricity for the province's enfranchised citizens who stood to benefit (i.e., white, middle-class and elite males). The mass appeal of hydropower as a vehicle of democratic politics rested on the assumption that an ever-growing share of the citizenry would come to enjoy the individual material benefits and increased wealth provided by energy abundance. Hydropower gave rise to quasi-utopian visions of society that helped provide both the conditions for greater access to energy and also the implicit rationale for the ever-expanding consumption of a seemingly limitless energy resource. For the vast majority, however, the vision initially promised more than the reality could deliver. It took several decades before hydro-electricity consumption correlated strongly enough with per capita wealth to safely say that any gains in equality resulted from abundance underwritten by hydro energy.
In Ontario, the development of hydro-electricity was intimately connected to participatory democracy that juxtaposed domestic hydropower with foreign fossil fuels, particularly coal. Because of Ontario Hydro's public nature, hydroelectric development became a subject of party platforms, electoral debate, and democratic contestation. To illustrate, in addition to the formation of the power commission itself, the development of hydro-electricity stations, purchases of hydropower from Quebec, and Mitch Hepburn's "Back to Niagara" campaign were all the key issues in provincial elections during the first three decades of the twentieth century. Moreover, as will be touched on below, Ontario's hydroelectricity development also became a hot topic in intra-and inter-governmental relations, as was the case in other provinces. 31 In Ontario, and even Canada as a whole, hydro-electricity has been, and continues to be, intimately intertwined with political identity. 32 As one engineering journal put it in 1953, Canada was "hydro-conscious," while Canadian historian H.V. Nelles insists on a "hydro myth" in Ontario. 33 The link between identity and riverine environments has a long lineage in Canada, including the meta-historical and nationalist Staples and Laurentian theses. 34 Generating stations represented modern Canada's ability to exploit its natural resources and control imposing environments. Many waterways amenable to hydro development became repositories of hydraulic and technological nationalist associations, gathered under the concept of "hydro nationalism." 35 Since many of the earliest large hydro-electric development sites were along Ontario border waters with the United States, negotiations over power stations involved both federal governments and the provincial governments adjoining the rivers and lakes. As a consequence, a distinct form of energy diplomacy emerged as another facet of hydro democracy in Canada during the twentieth century. For example, Canada and the US signed the Boundary Waters Treaty in 1909 and created the International Joint Commission to facilitate the cooperative development of border waters for power and navigation. 36 Decades of jurisdictional wrangling over the development of navigable waters shaped federal politics. Until the 1940s, when constitutional settlements clarified the issues, power developments often instigated federal-provincial tensions, such as the negotiations over dam sites on the Ottawa River. 37 The joint development of major hydro-electric installations-such as those located on the Niagara and St. Lawrence Rivers-required extensive international negotiations and diplomatic treaties and agreements. Sometimes these negotiations flared into major diplomatic disputes, though hydro-electricity ultimately did more to create long-term cooperation and integration than it did conflict. 38 Hydro-electric development was so attractive in Canada not only because the country was endowed with ample viable sites, but because "white coal" offered an energy source that would not necessarily be controlled by a foreign power. 39 Hydro-electricity reduced Canadian reliance on American sources of energy, coal in particular, and allowed governments to weave energy security into projects focused on economic growth and democratic politics. Ontario (and Canada) exported much of its hydro-electricity to the United States since domestic production of hydro-electricity often exceeded domestic demand in the early years. Historically, a great deal of Canadian hydro-electricity has been exported to the United States, from the first American-owned Niagara developments during the early twentieth century, through the US-funded Quebec developments and the joint Canada-US St. Lawrence and Columbia River projects in the 1950s and 1960s, to the more recent Quebec projects in James Bay. 40 Up to the 1960s, the majority of the power exported from Canada to the US was via Ontario, and St. Lawrence and Niagara hydropower played the leading role in shaping Ontario's and the federal government's approach to electricity exports and energy policy. These megaprojects, enhanced by the long-term firm power exports as part of the Columbia River treaty, entrenched Canadian-US energy relations and paved the way for the development of the trans-border electricity grids that proliferated beginning in the 1960s. 41 
Hydro Undemocracy
Electricity exchange remains today a vital part of energy diplomacy, and the environmental impacts of the stations that produce the electricity are therefore a casualty-or the cost of doing business, depending on one's perspective-of Canadian-American relations. Few other developed nations export natural resources and energy to the same extent as Canada. Tying Canada energetically and economically to the United States contributed to Canada's slow but inexorable twentieth century shift from Britain to the United States as the primary ally and trading partner. Thus, even if a major motivation for the development of hydropower was domestically-produced energy, hydro developments arguably helped turn Canada-and Ontario, as the primary exporter of Canadian hydro-electricity for much of the twentieth century-into a partial energy and resource colony of the United States. This type of subservient relationship with the US is only one of a number of ways that hydropower in Ontario can be understood as corrosive to democracy. Neither Ontario's adoption of hydro-electricity, nor the formation and character of Ontario Hydro, was inevitable. As Mitchell, along with scholars such as Christopher Jones, Andreas Malm, and Ruth Sandwell, make clear, energy transitions are not foreordained. Rather, they depend on factors that may have little to do with technical efficiency or energy abundance.
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To transform land deemed unproductive into an electrical generator of the public interest, the state made assessments and decisions, based on the vested interests of particular groups, about what counted as a "cost" or a "benefit." Put differently, the governmental rigged the cost-benefit analyses declaring power stations a good investment. It was also standard practice for power utilities, including Ontario Hydro, to give better deals to industrial consumers who contracted for firmly priced electricity in bulk, especially those who needed electricity outside the hours of peak demand. In this context, politics took its cue from patterns of economic growth, which privileged the wealth and social power of urbanites and industrialists who treated hydro-electricity as democratic. Thus, with Ontario Hydro publicly funded, taxpayers were effectively subsidizing the lower rates that corporate interests received for their bulk purchases, although many believed that the benefits trickled down. 43 The abundance of hydropower was eventually constrained by the material limits of the volume and rate of flow of water passing a given fixed point (or series of points) in the landscape. As a system approached the upper limit of hydropower potential, its capacity (or load) ran up against the promises of a political economy predicated on unlimited economic growth, even with the capacity of regional electric grids to interconnect and shift the load. As energy requirements grew beyond what could be provided by hydro generating stations, the state had to scale back, ignore, or alter its claims about energy abundance. One of the ways energy producers and governments grappled with these challenges was, according to Mitchell, through "produced scarcity." During the early years of any new form of energy, a surplus exists for which suppliers must manufacture demand through the "rapid construction of lifestyles … organised around the consumption of extraordinary quantities of energy." 44 In Ontario, the business interests and monopolies that built the first private hydropower plants at Niagara followed this approach. 45 Ontario Hydro, which had assumed control of most of these private generating stations in the first decades of the twentieth century, did the same. In order to increase demand for electricity, the public utility sold inexpensive appliances on installment plans and even gave them away.
Of course, another way that a state could deal with unfulfilled expectations of limitless energy and growth was to develop additional energy sources-as Ontario did with nuclear power and coal-fired electrical-generation plants. However, these energy sources lent themselves to different political evaluations than did hydro-electricity. When controlled by a public utility, coal and nuclear power also became matters of political and democratic debate. But even as governments used abundant hydropower to claim to represent the interests of a widening segment of Ontario society, the physical infrastructure that embodied hydro's socio-political potential transformed a wide variety of distant communities and environments. In the places where envirotechnical systems converted falling water into hydro-electric energy, abundance could work against democracy. In many Canadian provinces, public utilities came to exercise a monopoly, or near-monopoly, on large-scale hydro-electric development. Unlike coal, but quite similar to oil, hydropower deployed and distributed expertise to take autonomy out of the hands of labour. 46 Planning and executing hydro developments required specially educated and elite hydraulic engineers, and once completed, such developments required only a handful of people to operate. Such a small coterie of operators, owners, investors, technocrats, and government officials formed "hydraulic bureaucracies" that functioned as special interest groups, even as they professed to be representing the public will and interest. 47 Like fossil-fuel energy, hydro-electric networks formed grids with multiple delivery pathways. 48 Ontario Hydro was more willing than private utilities to supply small urban centres in southwest Ontario, and more remote industrial users in rural parts of Ontario. 49 But over time, the necessity to build transmission lines to connect with consumers produced a systemic urbanindustrial imbalance of material benefits. Electric grids exhibited rigid rightsof-way and path dependencies akin to older rail-dependent coal pathways, rather than inter-modal routes followed by oil. Thus, at the same time as the government used mass-produced and mass-consumed energy to justify claims of greater equality within society, the realities of hydropower rationalized only a small share of abundant energy for rural communities. The mandate to extend service to regions with low-population density and little or no industry, as well as the flexibility offered by the interconnected North American electrical grid, really only emerged after the Second World War (when the proportion of people living in such communities was dropping sharply) and took many decades to develop. The scale of hydro-electric development entailed social, health, and environmental consequences comparable to, though often different from, coal mining and oil drilling operations. But energy abundance became something that many citizens took for granted, while those in the know were more than satisfied with the tradeoff in which discrete locations became sacrifice zones for power development. 50 Generating electricity removes some of the river's energy from the ecosystem, where it would otherwise perform valuable natural functions (scouring and erosion, transport of sediment, supporting fish and aquatic life, etc.) or other functions for human society (navigation, logging, recreation, etc.) . Furthermore, dams and reservoirs alter water temperature and present migration hazards for fish and other species. Thus, depending on settlement patterns along the shore and other uses, creating a reservoir changes the types of ecosystem services the river can provide. In some cases, the government and hydro developers consulted riparian landowners and users, but more often environmental changes took place through manufactured consent, or no consent at all. Thus building a hydro installation was to privilege the industrial and capital uses of a water body while foreclosing other uses and users.
Put differently, hydro democracy involved sacrificing hinterland watershed environments for metropolitan benefits. Acquired violently from Indigenous peoples, abundant natural resources facilitated Canada's rise as a nation of high-living standards. 51 Hydro installations typically occupy riverine locations featuring waterfalls or rapids, which historically served as important sites of fishing, trade, and cultural exchange for Indigenous peoples. As a result, hydro developments often inundated land of significant value to Canada's First Nations, who as a result of this "hydraulic imperialism" bore a disproportionate brunt of the costs for projects that represented progress, that ineluctable talisman of modern capitalist society. 52 For non-Indigenous Canadians, the need to move and/or relocate people and communities highlights the limits to government claims that large-scale energy systems received popular consent and produced democratic politics.
Spatial arrangements and locations of hydro sites created long-range path dependencies and technological momentum. As was the case with fossil fuels, the environmental consequences of hydro development usually unfolded at great distances from sites of consumption, and on a scale that most never considered. Combined with its abundance, envirotechnical infrastructures de-natured networked energy. And since the country's political structures took so much of its logic from the principles of unlimited economic growth made possible by energy abundance, as Mitchell asserts, democratic politics was also de-natured politics.
53 Apart from those who lived in close proximity to dams and directly confronted the environmental consequences of hydroelectric development, citizens judged the outcomes mainly by its benefits. And since public utilities and Crown corporations so often initiated, financed, and operated hydro facilities, their authority to claim that hydropower served the public good framed environmental change as democratic politics.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we argue that the public development of large-scale hydropower exerted a discernable influence on the nature of the Ontario state, and had tremendous long-term repercussions, positive and negative. Returning to Mitchell's definition of democracy, it appears that hydro-electricity did, at least in the public imagination, allow for more effective claims for a just and egalitarian world than oil: at the same time, hydro democracy became a mode of governing populations that employed popular consent as a means of limiting claims for greater equality and justice by dividing up common resources.
Because hydropower in Ontario, and elsewhere in Canada, was mostly produced by state-sponsored agencies, it was able to longer resist certain facets of neoliberalism associated with oil, such as privatization and deregulation. 54 Canadian historians may wish to explore whether efforts to develop hydroelectric power helped lay the foundations for a Canadian interventionist state, which by the postwar period was largely committed to social-welfare programs across the country (e.g., national adoption of single payer health care, mortgage insurance, social support networks, etc.). Public power also meant that hydroelectricity often became a key electoral and political issue. Underpinning the development of electricity from falling water is the particular cultural resonance that Ontarians (and many other Canadians) attached to hydropower, which made the province (and the country) an exporter of energy, with an attendant range of implications. The authors would like to thank R.W. Sandwell, Christopher F. Jones, Joshua MacFadyen, and William Knight for reading and commenting on early drafts, as well as Tina Loo for comments on some of the early ideas put forward here. We thank them for sharing some of their own work and statistical evidence.
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